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In the matter of the petition of 
 
THE BOEING COMPANY 
 
For an exemption from § 91.9(a) 
of Title 14, Code of Federal 
Regulations                  

      Exemption No.  18758 
      Regulatory Docket No. FAA-2019-0639 
 

 
 

GRANT OF EXEMPTION 
 
By letter posted to the docket on August 16, 2019, you petitioned the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) on behalf of The Boeing Company (Boeing) for an exemption from 
§ 91.9(a) of Title 14, Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR) to the extent necessary to allow 
Boeing to conduct single-pilot flights in the AH-64EHG Apache. 
 
The petitioner requests relief from the following regulation: 

Section 91.9(a) prescribes, in pertinent part, that no person may operate a civil aircraft 
without complying with the operating limitations specified in the approved Airplane or 
Rotorcraft Flight Manual, markings, and placards, or as otherwise prescribed by the 
certificating authority of the country of registry. 

 
The petitioner supports its request with the following information:  
The Boeing Company requests relief from 14 CFR 91.9(a) to allow the Government of India’s 
Air Force (IAF) pilots without FAA certification to fly in Boeing AH-64EHG aircraft in 
Mesa, Arizona with a single Boeing Pilot-In-Command (PIC). Boeing seeks this relief 
because part 91 requires civil aircraft to be operated in accordance with their flight manuals. 
The Apache AH-64EHG Flight Manual requires that two pilots be on board for any flights.   
Boeing is required to provide IAF pilots an opportunity to fly in their Apaches prior to final 
delivery and sale. Boeing asserts that the flights are to demonstrate any international and IAF 
specific capabilities, modifications, or unique flight characteristics that are particular to IAF 
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aircraft, and typically consist of a single ninety minute demonstration flight per Apache. No 
FAA ratings, privileges, or endorsements are issued as a result of the demonstration flights.  
 
Boeing notes that the AH-64EHG Apache operator’s manual requires a crew of two pilots, 
stating in part, “[t]he minimum crew required to fly the [Apache] is a pilot and a copilot.” The 
requested exemption from the flight manual requirement will allow the Apache to be piloted 
by a single, qualified pilot. All flights will include a Boeing PIC who will, at a minimum, 
hold a 14 CFR part 61 Certificated Flight Instructor and Commercial pilot certificate with a 
rotorcraft category, helicopter class rating. In addition, all Boeing PICs will have an 
Authorized Experimental Aircraft: AH64 Authorization. IAF pilots who will be occupying the 
second pilot seat do not hold U.S. pilot certificates; therefore, an exemption is required. 
 
Boeing asserts that the demonstration flights may be safely conducted single-pilot. Boeing 
states they have demonstrated an excellent record of demonstration flying safety. Boeing 
notes that it has been conducting these same customer flights, under the auspices of the 
Defense Contract Management Agency, for U.S. military and foreign military sales customers 
for several decades at the Mesa, AZ location and at international locations around the globe. 
The U.S. Army, through the Defense Contracting Management Agency, routinely allows 
Apache demonstration flights with a single qualified pilot. 
 
Further, Boeing explains that the Apache helicopter is configured such that the PIC is seated 
in the back seat of the Apache with full access to all required flight, propulsion, and necessary 
avionics and mission systems controls and displays for safe flight. All Boeing PICs, who will 
be seated in the back seat of the Apache at all times, will meet the typical requirements for 
aircraft that authorize single-pilot type ratings and have U.S. Army qualification in the 
Apache, at least 2,000 total flight hours, and a minimum of 500 hours as PIC in the Apache. 
 
In addition, Boeing states that the IAF pilots have all been trained by the U.S. Army in the 
Apache, and that prior to any flights the PIC will verify that the IAF pilot possesses all IAF 
prequalifications.The PIC will conduct an extensive pre-flight brief with the IAF pilot, 
detailing expectations of required IAF crewmember performance related to operational 
procedures, performance specifications, normal, abnormal and emergency operating 
procedures, flight manuals, and placards and markings.  
 
Boeing states that the IAF pilots have extensive rotorcraft and Apache flight training and 
experience, and that each IAF pilot will have completed the U.S. Government Security 
Assistance Training Field Activity, AH-64E Aviation Qualification Course, in Fort Rucker, 
Alabama. The course flight school is an approximately 24-week long course, providing 91.8 
aircraft hours and 73.5 simulation hours to the students. Each IAF pilot will have also 
received Initial Entry Rotary Wing Common Core Course, which is a 22-week-long training 
that includes 121.1 flight hours in Apache aircraft and flight simulators. According to the 
requirements of this course, all IAF pilots will be experienced, instrument-rated rotary-wing 
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pilots who have undergone physicals. Finally, Boeing notes that each IAF pilot will meet the 
IAF requirements for operating an AH-64 aircraft, and will be proficient in speaking, reading, 
and comprehending the English language. 
  
Boeing contends that granting the requested relief is in the public interest because the United 
States has designated India as a Major Defense Partner, which, according to the Defense 
Department, is a status shared only by very close allies such as NATO partners.1 Boeing notes 
the close strategic relationship between the U.S. and India, and asserts that providing these 
demonstration flights for IAF pilots directly supports our common goals. Boeing adds that by 
enabling the Indian government to fly in its Apache aircraft in the U.S. prior to final delivery 
and acceptance, at the Mesa factory, this bond is strengthened by IAF pilots and crew having 
direct experience in the U.S.  
 
The FAA’s analysis is as follows: 
The FAA has determined that good cause exists for not publishing a summary of the petition 
in the Federal Register because the requested exemption would not set a precedent.2 
Additionally, given the need for expeditious delivery to IAF, time is critical to Boeing. 
Boeing provides training, technical support, engineering, and maintenance services to the U.S. 
and foreign militaries and has been doing so for decades. The requested relief would enable 
Boeing to demonstrate its ability to safely operate the aircraft. Boeing routinely conducts 
these types of operations under the authority of the U.S. Army and has done so safely.   
The Boeing PIC is fully qualified as both a U.S. military and civil pilot with the required 
medical certificate issued pursuant to part 67. The IAF pilot is fully qualified as a military 
pilot, rated in the AH-64, and is medically cleared for flight by the IAF.   
The proposed operations will be conducted over unpopulated and undeveloped areas limited 
to the geographical boundaries shown in Boeing’s local operating procedures. Because of 
these factors, the FAA has determined that an equivalent level of safety can be maintained. 
The FAA has determined that this grant of exemption is in the public interest because it 
supports U.S.-India defense cooperation, which is a significant U.S. Government national 
security and economic priority. 
 
The FAA’s Decision 
In consideration of the foregoing, I find that a grant of exemption is in the public interest.  
Therefore, pursuant to the authority contained in 49 U.S.C. 106(f), 40113, and 44701, 
delegated to me by the Administrator, The Boeing Company is granted an exemption from 
14 CFR 91.9(a) to the extent necessary to allow single-pilot operations in the AH-64EHG 

                                                           
1 https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/Article/Article/1704150/us-india-strengthen-defense-cooperation/ 
2 See Exemption Nos. 10076 and 11030 

https://www.defense.gov/Explore/News/Article/Article/1704150/us-india-strengthen-defense-cooperation/
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helicopter enabling foreign military pilots to manipulate the controls of the helicopter while in 
flight within the United States, subject to the conditions and limitations described below. 
 
Conditions and Limitations 

1.   All flight operations under this exemption are limited to: 
 

a. Flights for demonstration purposes; and 
b. Operations conducted in visual meteorological conditions (VMC). 

 
2. Boeing must be in full operational control of any aircraft operated under this 

exemption. 
 

3. The PIC of any flights operated under this exemption must: 
 

a. Hold a valid and current U.S. commercial pilot certificate or airline 
transport pilot certificate with rotorcraft category and helicopter class 
ratings and an experimental aircraft authorization AH-64;  

b. Hold a valid and current U.S. first- or second-class medical certificate;  
c. Hold a valid and current U.S. flight instructor certificate with rotorcraft 

category and helicopter class ratings;  
d. Have at least 2,000 total flight hours with a minimum of 500 hours as pilot 

in command in the AH-64;  
e. Have completed a U.S. Army Qualification course in the AH-64; 
f. Be directly employed by Boeing;  
g. Occupy the pilot station; and 
h. Remain the PIC for the duration of the flight. 

 
4. IAF pilots designated for Demonstration Flights must: 

 
a. Be able to speak and understand the English language proficiently and 

fluently; 
b. Be authorized by the IAF to perform a demonstration flight with a Boeing 

pilot in an AH-64EHG helicopter;  
c. Hold military orders or other documentation identifying the person as being 

rated as a helicopter pilot and a current member of the IAF;  
d. Have completed a U.S. Army Qualification course in the AH-64; 
e. Meet the IAF’s requirements for acting as a crewmember in the AH-64;  
f. Occupy the copilot/gunner station; and 
g. Be found to be qualified by Boeing to perform the demonstration flight in 

the AH-64EHG. 
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5. For all flight operations under this exemption, the PIC must conduct a preflight 
briefing with all persons to be onboard, including: 

 
a. A review of the conditions and limitations of this exemption;  
b. Verifying that the IAF Pilot possesses all required qualifications; 
c. Expectations of the IAF crewmember’s performance; 
d. Operational procedures applicable to the power plant, equipment, and 

systems;  
e. Performance specifications and limitations;  
f. Normal, abnormal, and emergency operating procedures;  
g. Placards and markings; and 
h. A review of the intended flight including all maneuvers to be performed. 

 
If you request an extension to this exemption, please submit your request by using the 
Regulatory Docket No. FAA-2019-0639 (http://www.regulations.gov.).  In addition, you 
should submit your request no later than 120 days prior to the exemption’s expiration date 
listed below. 
 
If you require an amendment to this exemption, please submit your request no later than 
120 days prior to the date you need the amendment using the process indicated above.   
 
Any extension or amendment request must meet the requirements of § 11.81 of 14 CFR. 
 
This exemption terminates on April 30, 2023, unless sooner superseded or rescinded. 
 
Issued in Washington, D.C., on     . 
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